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Characteristics of transmission of electrons in a bent quantum waveguide
with inhomogeneous magnetic fields

Ben-Yuan Gu
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People’s Republic of China

Yuh-Kae Lin and Der-San Chuua)

Department of Electrophysics, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, 30050, Taiwan
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We present numerical studies of the transmission properties in an L-shaped quantum waveguide
~LQW! subject to an inhomogeneous magnetic field perpendicular to the LQW plane. The magnetic
field remains zero at the corner region, thus, a magnetically defined cavity is formed in this LQW.
We find that transmission characteristics of electrons in the LQW depend strongly on geometric
parameters and magnetic configurations. Sharp peaks with unity amplitude and deep dips are
observed in transmission as a function of the Fermi energy of the incident electron at some high
fields. The mode–mode coupling between the wires and the cavity and multiple reflection of
electrons in the cavity lead to the appearance of these structures in transmission spectrum. We also
study the variation of transmission with magnetic field for different magnetic confinement
configurations when fixing incident electron energy. In the magnetic depletion process of the
propagating modes in wires, the transmission exhibits various patterns, such as stepped drop, wide
valley, deep dips, large oscillations, or without any structure, sensitively dependent on incident
electron energy and magnetic confinement configurations. It is expected that one can flexibly
modify transmission spectrum of the LQW by applying an inhomogeneous magnetic field to match
practical requirements. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!05714-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In past decades, advancements of nanolithography h
made possible the fabrication, in practice, of various confi
ment structures in a two-dimensional electron gas~2DEGS!
through built-in control grid patterns, such as quantum wir
dots, or rings on a mesoscopic size. In these structures
characteristic scale of the system at least in some dimen
is comparable to the Fermi wavelength of electron. Thus,
transport behavior of electron is characterized by the balli
one.1 The quantum interference effect becomes more p
nounced. It leads to the manufacture of new concept dev
with operation principle entirely based on quantum interf
ence phenomena, such as a transistor based on resonan
neling effect,2,3 the T-shaped electronic waveguide4

the coupled dual-quantum waveguides,5–12 bent wave-
guides,13–17 etc.

Electron transport properties under the application
magnetic fields have also attracted much attention and w
investigations in recent years.18–31 In these cases, th
current-carrying edge states play an important role in de
mining the electron transport behaviors in devices. Th
edge states are formed near the boundary regions or th
terfaces in which the abrupt change of the magnetic field
magnitude or polarity appears. A variety of new phenome
are expected in these structures.

Since the interconnection of quantum devices is usu
achieved through a bend, it is necessary to study the prob

a!Electronic mail: dschuu@cc.nctu.edu.tw
1010021-8979/99/86(2)/1013/7/$15.00
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of bending resistance. It is well known that the sharp cor
and junctions may cause severe reflection of the incom
electrons, especially in two spatial dimensions.4,14–16 It is
desirable to design bent quantum wires with little reflectio
A few research groups have devoted to these studies.4,13–19

They found that the reflection of electrons could be redu
to zero if the bending radius in the circularly bent tw
dimensional quantum wires are large enough.4,13 The other
scheme was proposed by Wanget al.17 They suggested an
interconnection block which is a two-dimensional L-shap
quantum wire where a double potential barrier is placed
the corner. The localized state4,14–16 at the corner region
without the barriers is pushed into the continuum in the pr
ence of the barriers, resulting in resonant tunneling. The
fore, the reflection at the corner can be eliminated throu
resonant tunneling.

Motivated by these works, in this article we propo
another possible design: creating a magnetically defi
quantum cavity at the corner region through applying an
homogeneous magnetic field perpendicular to an L-sha
quantum waveguide~LQW! plane. Thus, the mode–mod
coupling between the cavity and wires can be substanti
changed. It leads to various transmission spectra of
LQW, including sharp peak-dips structures. We will reve
the effects of various geometric and magnetic configurati
on the transmission properties of the LQW in detail.

This article is organized as follows: Section II gives
brief description of the model device structure and the n
essary formulas used in calculations. The calculated res
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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and discussions are presented in Sec. III. Finally, a b
summary is given in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND FORMULAS

We consider an L-shaped two-dimensional elect
waveguide, lying on theX-Y plane, i.e., the bend angle
90°. The transmission properties of electrons in an LQ
which was subjected to an inhomogeneous magnetic fi
perpendicular to the quantum waveguide plane and a m
netically confined cavity is formed at the corner region, w
be studied for various geometrical parameters and magn
configurations. Experimentally, inhomogeneous magn
fields on the nanometer scale can be established with,
instance, the creation of magnetic dots,31 the patterning of
ferromagnetic materials,32,33 and the deposition of supercon
ducting materials on heterostructures.34 The LQW can be
divided into three subregions: a horizontal wire with a wid
of W1 ~region I!, a bent region with an area ofW13W2

~region III!, and a vertical wire with a width ofW2 ~region
II !, as shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity, the magnetic field
assumed to be uniform in each individual subregion and
be denoted asB1 in region I,B2 in region II. On the corner
region, the magnetic field is always zero, leading to the f
mation of a magnetically confined cavity. We employ, f
simplicity of calculations, the hard-wall confinement pote
tial for boundaries. The transverse potential inside the LQ
is set to zero. We choose the Landau gauge for the ve
potential in different regions as

A~x,y!55
~0,B1x!5~2B1y,0!1¹B1xy, in region I;

~2B2~y2W1!,0!5~0,B2x!2¹B2x~y2W1!,

in region II;

~0,0!, in region III.
~1!

It can be noted that this form of the gauge guarantees
continuity of the vector potential at every interface.

In the effective mass approximation, a boundary mat
ing method14 can be employed to solve the Schro¨dinger
equation of the single electron in the presence of an inho
geneous magnetic field. We write down the wave functio
in individual regions, and match the boundary conditions
requiring that the wave functions and their normal deriv
tives must remain continuous at each interface. The elec

FIG. 1. Sketch of an L-shaped two-dimensional electron waveguide su
to an inhomogeneous magnetic field.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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wave functions can be expressed as the following when
electron is incident through moden in region I. They are

Cn
I 5e2 ixy/ l B1

2
@eikn

I~1 !xFn
I~1 !~y!1r mne

ikm
I~2 !xFm

I~2 !~y!#
~2a!

in region I, and

Cn
II5eix~y2W1!/ l B2

2 F(
m

tmne
ikm

II ~1 !
~y2W1!Fm

II ~1 !~x!G ~2b!

in region II, as well as

Cn
III 5(

j
@ajn f j~y!sinkj8~x2W2!1cjngj~x!sinkj9y#

~2c!

in the corner region. Here,f j (y)5A2/W1 sin(jpy/W1) repre-
sents the transverse wave function of electron in modej at
zero field in wire I, andgj (x)5A2/W2 sin(jxp/W2) is the
transverse wave function of electron in modej at zero field in
wire II. The wave numberskj85@kF

22( j p/W1)#1/2 and kj9
5@kF

22( j p/W2)#1/2 are either real for propagating modes
pure imaginary for evanescent modes.l B denotes the mag
netic length given byl B5A\c/eB. The transverse wave
functionsF in the presence of magnetic field satisfy the fo
lowing one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equations of an elec
tron with the Fermi energyEF5\2kF

2/2m* ~m* is an isotro-
pic effective mass, which is taken to be the valuem*
50.067m0 for the GaAs layer! and charge2e:

F d2

dy2 1kF
22S kn

I~6 !2
eB1y

\c D 2GFn
I~6 !~y!50 ~3a!

in region I, and

F d2

dx2 1kF
22S kn

II ~6 !1
eB2x

\c D 2GFn
II ~6 !~x!50 ~3b!

in region II. The magnetic field effect can be regarded as
additional effective potential introduced into the releva
Schrödinger equation. This effective magnetic potential c
be expressed as

Veff~y!5
\2

2m* S kn
I~6 !2

eB1y

\c D 2

~4a!

in region I, and

ct
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Veff~x!5
\2

2m* S kn
II ~6 !1

eB2x

\c D 2

~4b!

in region II.
To solve Eqs.~3a! and ~3b!, we expand the wave func

tions in terms of a set of complete bases, separately co
sponding to the transverse eigenfunctions of the LQW
regions I and II at zero field as

Fn
I~6 !~y!5(

j
j jn

I~6 ! f j~y!, ~5a!

and

Fn
II ~6 !~x!5(

j
h jn

II ~6 !gj~x!. ~5b!

With the use of an expanded basis,35,36for a given Fermi
energyEF , we obtain a set of eigenwave numbers (kn

I( 6))
@or (kn

II( 6))# and eigenwave functions@Fn
I( 6)(y)# $or

@Fn
II( 6)(x)#%. The group velocities of thej th state in regions

I or II are, respectively,

v j
I~6 !5

\

m* E0

W1
F j*

I~6 !~y!S kj
I~6 !2

eB1y

\c DF j
I~6 !~y!dy,

~6a!

and

v j
II ~6 !5

\

m* E0

W2
F j*

II ~6 !~x!S kj
II ~6 !1

eB2x

\c DF j
II ~6 !~x!dx.

~6b!

Expansions@Eqs.~5a! and ~5b!# involve an infinite sum
including all possible evanescent modes. In practice,
sum must be truncated at some finite number, large eno
to achieve a desired accuracy. We checked numerical
vergence by flux conservation. The relationship( j ( t̃ jn

1 r̃ jn)51 should be persisted well, wheret̃ jn represents the
transmission probability from incident moden to final mode
j and r̃ jn is the reflection probability:

t̃ jn5
v j

II ~1 !

vn
I~1 ! ut jnu2, r̃ jn5

uv j
I~2 !u

vn
I~1 ! ur jnu2. ~7!

The transmission probability for individual given inc
dent mode, for instance, for the incident electrons com
from thenth mode in region I, is given by

Tn5(
j 51

N2

t̃ jn , ~8!

whereN2 is the number of propagating modes in region
The total transmission probabilityT is calculated by

T~EF!5 (
n51

N1

Tn , ~9!

whereN1 is the number of propagating modes in region I.
the linear-response regime, the bent magnetoconductan
the LQW can be evaluated from the two-terminal Landau
Büttiker formula,37
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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h
T~EF!. ~10!

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSES

A. Transmission of electrons in an L-shaped
quantum waveguide at zero magnetic field

We first describe the variation of the total transmissi
probability T or conductanceG as a function of the Ferm
wave numberkF of the incident electrons at zero field fo
different ratios ofW2-to-W1 of the LQW. The calculated
transmission spectra are depicted in Fig. 2. Hereafter,
chooseW152000 Å in calculations. However, all the resul
possess scaling invariance: WhenW→aW and at same time
B→B/a2, the normalized effective magnetic potential r
mains unchanged@see, Eqs.~4a! and~4b!#. Curvesa–e cor-
respond toW2 /W151.0, 0.6, 0.5, 0.45, and 0.4, respective
Two consecutive curves are vertically separated by 2.0
clarity. For an image-reflection symmetric structure und
reflection about the diagonal intersection line of the corn
i.e., W15W2 , the quantized conductance step as shown
the curvea of Fig. 2 still seems to be observable as a n
channel opens. We can always find a valley located just
fore the opening of a new channel. The wider valleys
shallower, this is in contrast to the narrower valleys whi
are deeper. They occur alternately on the curve. We can
ways find a valley located just before the opening of a n
channel. The wider valleys are shallower, this is in contr
to the narrower valleys which are deeper. They occur al
nately on the curve. For this structure, owing to the prese
of the 90° bend at the corner of the LQW, the strong sc
tering of electrons with these energies by the corner lead
a substantial enhancement of the reflection.4,13–19 Roughly
speaking, this bend quantum waveguide is analogous
narrow–wide–narrow structure.38,39The bend of the LQW is
equivalent to introducing an effective longitudinal modul

FIG. 2. Variation of total transmission probabilityT as a function of the
Fermi wave numberkF of the incident electrons at zero field for differen
ratios of W2-to-W1 of the bent quantum waveguide. Hereafter, we alwa
chooseW152000 Å in calculations. Curvesa–e correspond toW2 /W1

51.0, 0.6, 0.5, 0.45, and 0.4, respectively. Two consecutive curves
separated for clarity.
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tion potential. Two effective barriers are formed at the ex
of cavity. The coupling between the incident mode and
mode in the cavity leads to the appearance of the valley
dips in the transmission spectrum. The stronger the coup
is the broader the width of the valley. The origin of the
valleys in transmission might be attributed to the mod
mode coupling as we will see in Fig. 3.

We now study the effect of the narrowing of widthW2

of wire II on the transmission spectrum. The effects are
cluded by the following fourfolds:~1! The threshold wave
number of the onset of conductance shifts toward the h
wave number region, because it is determined by the sm
values betweenW1 and W2 , and thus at present, inverse
proportional toW2 . ~2! The positions of all the valleys re
main unchanged. However, these valleys are narrowed
cause the mode–mode coupling becomes weak as decre
W2 . One can also note that the valley for the lower incide
electron energy, e.g., the left most valley, gradually dis
pears asW2 is decreased. This is reasonable that the dis
pearance of the left most valley owes to the increase of
onset of the conductance asW2 is decreased.~3! WhenW2 is
shrunk, the width of the conductance plateaus of each cu
gradually becomes wider by combining the adjacent o
together. However, the positions of reflection dips are s
unchanged. Consequently, the width of the new platea
equal toW1 /W2 , and each new plateau contains more di
~4! As W2 is decreased, an unusual variation of the plate
might occur, e.g., in curvesb andd of Fig. 2, some plateau
develop into bumps while their next neighbor plateau
duces its height. This process continues until the comb
tion of two plateaus is complete.

To reveal the origin of these valleys in transmission,
prefer to show the individual contribution of the lowest fo
modes to the transmission. Figure 3 displays the transmis
probability of individual incident mode for the image
reflection symmetric structure. Curvesa, b, c, andd corre-
spond toT1 for mode 1,T2 for mode 2,T3 for mode 3, and
T4 for mode 4, respectively. Two consecutive curves
offset by an amount of 1.0 for clarity. Compared with cur

FIG. 3. Transmission spectra for four lowest modes of incident electron
the image-reflection symmetric structure. Curvesa–d correspond toT1

2T4 , respectively.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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a in Fig. 2 and curvesa, b, c, andd in Fig. 3, it is evident that
transmission valleys are essentially originated from mod
and mode 2 in the wires. These valleys are nearly locate
the wave numberskFW1 /p5 integer. For those modes wit
larger indices, the corresponding energy levels are hig
than the height of the effective potential barriers at the e
of the cavity, therefore, the coupling effect becomes we
no strong reflection peak takes place. Their correspond
transmission exhibits oscillation structures with small amp
tude superimposed upon a declined straight line with sm
slope. Therefore, one may conclude that the mode–m
coupling might be the possible mechanism for the origin
the valleys. These results support the previous conclus
that the valleys are naturally originated from the mod
mode coupling effect.40–42

We now discuss the opposite case, i.e.,W2 is larger than
W1 . The pattern of the transmission spectrum is similar w
the case of narrowing wire II. If two structures have inver
ratios of W2 /W1 , for instance, one structure hasW2 /W1

50.5, and the other structure hasW2 /W152.0, by using
different abscissa scales, for instance, one is measure
kFW1 /p for the former, and the other iskFW2 /p for the
latter. It is found that two curves completely coincide wi
each other.

B. Transmission of LQW under inhomogeneous
magnetic fields

We now investigate the influence of the perpendicu
magnetic fields applied to the wire parts on the transmiss
properties of the LQW. The magnetic field on the corn
region of the LQW is kept at zero. This means that a m
netically defined cavity is formed on the corner. In this a
ticle, we only concern ourselves with this special structu
Figure 4~a! shows the variation of single-mode transmissi
probabilityT1 for the incident electrons coming from regio
I in the first subband as a function of the Fermi wave nu
ber. The parameters are:W15W2 andB15B2 . Curvesa–e
correspond to different magnetic field strengths asB50, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 T~Tesla!, respectively. Two consecutiv
curves are offset by an amount of 1.0 for clarity. At zero fie
~curve a!, the transmission increases from zero to its fi
broad bump with a maximum 0.86, and subsequently, dr
into a zero-transmission valley, originating from the stro
scattering of electrons on the corner. As applying the m
netic fields to the two wires, the transmission spectrum
substantially modified. Sharp transmission peaks with un
amplitude and deep dips emerge as shown in curvesb–e.
The action of the magnetic fields is equivalent to the form
tion of two magnetic barriers at the exits of the cavity. T
electrons inside the cavity are subjected to multiple refl
tions from the abrupt magnetic-field changes
interfaces.27,28 It leads to the creation of peak-dips structur
in transmission. When increasing the magnetic field, the fi
subband level in the wires is lifted. This results in the thre
old wave number of the transmission being shifted to
right. When the position of the first valley remains fixe
therefore, the bump is gradually narrowed and develop
peak until the first valley is finally merged or disappears a
certain high field as shown in curved. At the field strength

in
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0.2 T, one transmission peak with unity amplitude is o
served. As the field strengthB increases, the peak-dip pair o
dip-peak pair structures appear. At higher field, 0.8 T, ma
sharp peaks and dips occur. These resonant structure
primarily ascribed to the mode-mode coupling effect and
multiple reflection of electrons waves inside the cavity.27,28It
follows that the transmission properties of electrons in
LQW can be remarkably improved by adjusting magne
fields in wires.

We now investigate the effect of different magnetic co
figurations on the single-mode transmissionT1 in detail. We
still focus on the LQW with symmetric structure. The calc
lated transmission spectra ofT1 are shown in Fig. 4~b!. Two
consecutive curves are offset by an amount of 1.0 for clar
Curvesa–e correspond to different magnetic configuration
curvea for zero-field case, curveb for B15B250.3 T, curve
c for B150.3 T, andB2520.3 T, curved for B150.3 T and
B250, ande for B250.3 T andB150. It is clearly seen tha
the threshold wave number keeps unchanged for all cu
b–e. For finite field with the same polarity in the wires, th

FIG. 4. Dependence of the single-mode transmission probabilityT1 on the
Fermi wave number,~a! for different magnetic field strengths whenB1

5B25B, and ~b! for different magnetic configurations. We assumeW1

5W2 . Curvesa–e in ~a! correspond toB50, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 T
Curvesa–e correspond to different magnetic confinement configurations
zero field for curvea, B15B250.3 T for curveb, B152B250.3 T for
curve c, B150.3 T andB250 for curved, and B150 andB250.3 T for
curvee. Two consecutive curves are offset for clarity.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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cavity is magnetically well defined, thus, sharp peaks a
dips are observed. However, when reversing the polarity
the field in one wire with respect to the other wire, the pea
dip structures inT1 disappear and are remarkably smear
in particular, in high energy region~curvec!. For the output
wire with zero field, oscillations inT1 are obviously en-
hanced~curve d!. When exchanging the magnetic distrib
tions in the two wires, i.e., assumingB150 andB250.3 T,
in contrast to curved, the oscillations are remarkably sup
pressed~curvee!, and the transmission decays to zero at h
energy region. It is seen from Eqs.~4a! and ~4b! that the
effective magnetic potential of electrons depends on
kn

I,II ~6! , the magnitude and polarity ofB1(B2). Conse-
quently, it is expected that any change of the magnetic c
figurations should substantially modify transmission beh
iors of the LQW.

To further examine the influence of the magnetic field
the transmission spectrum, we study the effect of the de
tion process of the high-lying modes on total transmiss
probability T as increasing field. Figure 5 shows theT as a
function of f 5\vc /EF for four different incident electron
energies in the LQW withW15W2 andB15B25B. Where
vc5eB/m* c is the cyclotron angular frequency of electro
in magnetic field. Curvesa–d correspond tokFW1 /p
51.37, 2.175, 3.150, and 4.225, respectively. The numb
of the propagating modes in wires at zero field are 1, 2
and 4, respectively. Two consecutive curves are vertic
offset by an amount of 1.0 for clarity. Since the Land
quantization level is dominant over the threshold energy
the onset of transmission, thej th mode is completely de
pleted whenf 51/( j 20.5), and so the overall transmissio
ceases whenf .2.25,26 When only the lowest mode is occu
pied ~curvea!, during the magnetic depletion process of th
mode no structure appears in transmissionT. When two
propagating modes exist in the wires, as increasing the m
netic field, the high-lying mode is first depleted, hence
transmission abruptly drops to a valley atf 50.494. Passing
over this valley, the transmission increases monotonic

t

FIG. 5. Variation of total transmission probabilityT with magnetic fields
only subject to the wires in the LQW with symmetric structure for differe
incident electron energies.W15W252000 Å andB15B25B. Curvesa–d
correspond tokFW1 /p51.37, 2.175, 3.150, and 4.225, respectively. T
curves are offset for clarity.
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and approaches unity, and dramatically ceases atf 52, all the
modes are depleted. As the number of occupied mode
increased, the transmission behaviors exhibit complicated
cillation structures containing many peaks–valleys. The
terference of the wave functions associated with differ
channels are responsible for these oscillation structu
~curved!.

We now further describe the transmission features of
LQW with asymmetric structure during the magnetic dep
tion process of the modes. We consider an LQW w
W2 /W151.5. The variation of total transmission probabi
ties for different magnetic configurations with a fixed wa
numberkFW1 /p52.175 is plotted in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!.
Curves in Fig. 6~a! are functions ofB1 which is converted to
the parameterf 5\vc /EF , and correspond to different mag
netic fields ofB2 : curve a to B25B15B, curve b to B1

52B25B, curve c to B15B with B250, curved to B1

5B with f 25\vc2 /EF51, and curvee to B15B with f 2

521. Wherevc25eB2 /m* c is the cyclotron frequency o

FIG. 6. Variation of total transmission probability with the magnetic field
the LQW with asymmetric structure for different magnetic configuratio
W2 /W151.5. Curvesa–e in ~a! correspond toB25B1 for curve a, B2

52B1 for curveb, f 25\vc(B2)/EF50, 1, and21 for curvec–e, respec-
tively. Curvesa–c in ~b! correspond tof 15\vc(B1)/EF50, 1, and21,
respectively. The incident electron wave number is fixed atkFW1 /p
52.175. The curves are offset for clarity.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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electrons in magnetic field andf 2 can be viewed as a nor
malized strength of magnetic field applied to the wire reg
II. Under these conditions we mentioned above, there
two ~one! active propagating modes~mode! in the wires for
the casesa–c(d–e) when applied field is zero or weak. A
f 5\vc /EF increases, step variation of the transmissi
probabilities occurs until all the propagating modes are
pleted. For clarity,b andc are offset by 1 and 2, while in the
casesd ande the curves are shifted by 4 and 5. For the ca
B25B ~curvea!, the transmission drops fromT528 step to
T518 step as increasingB, electrons are then experience
from strong reflection, thus one valley appears nearf 50.8.
Subsequently, transmission monotonically increases upT
518 step again and finally drops to zero atf 52. When
reversing the polarity ofB2 with respect toB1 , the transmis-
sion valley becomes quite shallow andT518 step in the high
field region disappears~curve b!. When fixing B250 and
scanningB1 , i.e., the magnetically confined cavity is no
completely opened at the upper exit, no valley is observe
transmission~curvec!. When applying a finite field to wire
II, i.e., f 251, a quite narrow dip brings out at a low fiel
~curved!. However, when inverting the sign ofB2 , this val-
ley becomes obscure~curvee!.

We now consider opposite cases, that isB25B with
fixed kFW1 /p52.175. Curvesa, b, andc in Fig. 6~b! show
the dependence ofT on the magnetic fieldf which denotes
the strength ofB2 , for different values ofB1 : B150, f 1

5\vc1 /EF51, and21, respectively. Similarly, we denot
v1c5eB1 /m* c. The application of the magnetic fieldB1

lifts the subband levels of electrons in wire I. As increasingf,
the height of the effective magnetic barrier at the upper e
of the cavity is increased; thus, the strong reflection appe
at some magnetic field, it results in the appearance of a
For larger f, this dip becomes deep and narrow. Howev
when reverting the sign ofB1 , this dip is converted into a
transmission peak, comparing curvesb and c. From these
results, it concludes that by changing the magnetic confi
rations in the LQW, its transmission characteristics can
flexibly controlled. Therefore, it is expected that one c
tailor transmission spectrum of the LQW to match the pr
tical requirements by designing appropriate magnetic c
figuration.

IV. SUMMARY

We have studied transmission properties in an L-sha
quantum waveguide LQW subject to an inhomogene
magnetic field perpendicular to the LQW plane. The ma
netic field is kept zero at the corner region, thus, a magn
cally defined cavity is formed in the LQW. We calculate th
total transmission probability of electrons for different rati
of W2-to-W1 in the LQW at zero field. The profile of the
transmission spectrum as a function of the incident elect
energy is gradually developed. The wide valleys beco
sharp dips and the conductance plateaus are expanded.
ever, the positions of all the valleys remain unchanged
implies that these valleys are essentially ascribed to the
bend in the LQW in the corner of LQW electrons are exp
rienced from strong scattering and reflection and leads to

.
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appearance of the valleys. The bent quantum waveguid
analogous to a narrow–wide–narrow structure. The coup
between the mode in wires and the mode in cavity beco
weak as narrowing the output wire. As a consequence,
width of valleys is decreased. From the analyses of the tra
mission of individual incident modes, we confirm that t
valleys originated from the contributions of the two lowe
modes.

We investigated the influence of the magnetic fields o
subject to the wires on transmission properties of the LQ
A magnetically defined cavity is formed on the corner
gion. We find that transmission characteristics of electron
the LQW strongly depend on magnetic configurations. Sh
peaks with unity amplitude and deep dips emerge in sin
mode transmission spectrum at finite fields. The mode–m
coupling between the wires and the cavity and multiple
flection of electrons in the cavity are responsible for the
structures. Single-mode transmission spectrum depends
sitively on magnetic configurations. We study the develo
ment of total transmission probability with magnetic field f
different incident electron energies and various magn
configurations. In magnetic depletion process of the pro
gating modes, one can observe various patterns in trans
sion, such as stepped drop, wide valley, deep dips, la
oscillations, or without any structure. From these results,
believed that by applying an inhomogeneous magnetic fi
to the LQW and designing an appropriate magnetic confi
ration may provide another available way to control tra
mission property of the LQW to match practical requir
ments in devices.
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